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situation exists where one
person has power over
another. In those situa-
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Graham talk about thezr J>~ '\,~ro from outside to help solve
experiences develoPing a the problem because the
response to bullying at person who has the greater amount of
Meadowlane School in Kitchene1; power doesn't need to or want to listen
Ontario, where they served as princiPal to the other person. It takes someone
and guidance counsello1; respectively. other than the victim to make a
Meadowla!le iI' a K-6 school, with a change in that situation.
wide cross-section of students; whose We taught them about acceptable
families vary considerably in terms of and unacceptable kinds of power, and
income and culture. Its population encouraged them to claim their power,
tends to be around 400. to decide whether they wanted to use

their power in ways that made things
better or worse. We talked to them
about choices. We especially encour-
aged those who were silent to think
about how they could use their power
to walk away from the bullying, or in
other ways, diminish its effect.

We asked two things of our kids, to
be honest and to take responsibility for
their part in the problem. We talked
to them about whether they were
reducing the conflict or making it
worse, and asked the following ques-
tions to help them reflect: "What did
you do to make the situation worse?
What can you do to make the situation
better? What do you need to fix
here?"

It was very clear to us that we need-
ed to educate all the kids--the victims,
the bullies, and the silent majority.
Research shows that, developmentally,
kids who are ten and eleven years old
are preoccupied with how their peers
evaluate them. Many of the silent
majority in a school don't address bul-
lying because they are afraid either
that the bully will turn on them, or
that they will get labeled negatively
because they have been helpful to or
identified with a victim.

In addition, there is a huge fear at
this age of being labeled whiny or
babyish. That's one of the underpin-
nings that keeps bullying alive and

powerful.
We knew that it was necessary to

give the bullies support as well as dis-
cipline, Research shows that when
bullies lose one victim, they seek out
another one unless they are given
opportunities in which to use their
power more positively.

We worked with victims: we helped
them become assertive. We encour-
aged them to talk to someone about
what was happening; usually that
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O ur schoo~ saw itself ~s a tough
school with tough kids. We
wanted to change that image.

We began by asking people, "What
gets in the way of you having fun
here?" Of course, different people in
the community have different roles, so
the question varied slightly with stu-
dents, staff and parents. What
emerged was the
importance of a com-
munal defi-
nition of
acceptable
and unaccept-
able behaviour--
our behaviour code, which took
18 months to implement.

We didn't start out to develop an
anti-bullying program. We decided to
address the bullying as we were build-
ing social skills and implementing our
behaviour code; we wanted to move
from intervention to prevention. We
learned that there is a 3-5 year
process in responding to bullying
effectively and that a comprehensive
approach, which includes a behaviour-
al code, is necessary.

Our behaviouralcode became the
backbone of our anti-bullying pro-
gram, and furthermore, we learned
how multi-faceted a behaviour code is
or should be. Often we think about
the "pressure" part of the behaviour
code which sets out discipline and con-
sequences. Just as important are the
encouraging facets of the code. A
good code provides pressure and sup-
port to all kids. It enables us to
decide as a community how we want to
be with each other,just like our codes
(laws) determine that in our larger
communities.

To respond to our school's needs,
we built on what we already knew
about conflict resolution and further

educated ourselves. We went to work-
shops and read books and listened to
experts. Debra Pepler (York
University), who does her research in
southern Ontario, was one of our most
informative sources. Although bully-
ing situations are similar throughout
the world, it was helpful to have this
local context out of which to speak to
our staff and to our parents.

We shared our knowledge with our
staff and did a number of things to
bring them on board. Certainly the
behaviour code was as important for
them as it was for the students.

Initially we taught several units of
social skills to the kids while the
teacher was sitting in the classroom.
We were teaching the teacher at the

same time
~ as the kids!

It doesn't
have to be

done that
way, but it, ~"-- '"~ .

.'" IS necessary to
have some means of ensuring con-

sistency in understanding the lan-
guage and the curriculum.

We also encouraged the staff to go
with their strengths. We discussed dif-
ferent conflict styles, and affirmed
them for plugging in where they fit.
We didn't expect that everybody would
be quick to confront issues or have the
listening sensitivity to draw out a kid's
story. We drew parallels with acade-
mics, noting how ESL or guidance
might. fill a role that would be difficult
to do in atypical classroom.

As we implemented the behavioural
code, we worked at developing com-
munity agreement about terms like
intimidation and harassment.
Originally, kids thought there was only
a problem if a punch had been thrown
orif a weapon. had been involved.
Building on the concepts outlined in.
our behaviou! code, we worked at
more accurately defining the problem
behaviours.

We taught them to think critically
about power, to identify different kinds
of power, to note who has power, and
the kind of power that natural leaders
are given by the community.

We talked with kids about when a
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SOWING SEEDS continued from page 11 Our main focus is becoming academics
and that's what it should be." We had
moved from crisis intervention to pre-
vention.

We kept rough statistics that we used
to guide ourselves and to share with
others. We knew we were on the right
track for lots of reasons, but as our sta-
tistics demonstrated that our serious
incidents and suspensions were decreas-
ing. we had the proof.

One of the successes we cite is that,
over the years, we dealt with more inci-
dents of bullying. We see this as
progress because it meant kids were
more able to talk openly about what
was happening. Our community was
beginning to trust that we would deal
with it.

Our biggest advocates for our pro-
gram were former victims. Theycould
speak very effectively about what tools
we had given them. They knew what
would happen, because they had expe-
rienced it themselves. They knew how
we would address it, that we would lis-
ten to them, and that We would act on
it.

they were able to be quite sophisticated
and articulate in their analysis of the
problem and in developing solutions.
It was inspiring!

It was also instructive. Some students
developed an expectation that everyone
should live by the behaviour code (not
an unreasonable expectation!). When
parents or teachers or other staff did
not seem to be doing that, it proved to
be a challenge.

In conclusion, we recognize that the
value of planting seeds is important.
We are now bringing our experiences
from Meadowlane into the two new
schools where we work. While, initially,
individuals or schools may not know
exactly how to proceed, they may take
the seeds that are sown to use the next
time they are in a situation to bring
about a more positive outcome.

Based on our experience, we know
it's important to develop a comprehen-
sive, flexible, long-term approach to
make a school safe and to provide a
positive learning environment.

We also know that it's never ending.
It takes a lot of commitment and ener-
gy, and it's time consuming. It definite-
ly requires administrative support. Yet
ilis also clear to us how essential this
work is. As educators, we are responsi-
ble to teach and discipline and we need
to deal with everything in the school
community that affects student learn-
ing. If. students can't learn becatlse
they're frightened, or the atmosphere is
strained, then we have to address that
problem. The payoffs are worth it,
even if they are sometime in coming.

Anonymous .letters decreased. We
began to receive more signed letters
and more phone calls, other indications
that conflict was being dealt with more
effectively.

The school's self-image and culture
changed.. Students and staff developed
mOre energy for their jobs of teaching
and learning.

One of our most satisfying learnings
was seeing how smart the kids became
at conflict. People would say, "A fifth
grader doesn't think that way, or can't
get it," and 10 and behold, fifth graders
could get it. If they were given infor-
mation, support and opportunities,

meant a parent. And then we were very
responsive to the parent's call.

We were very honest with them about
what we could and couldn't do. As
much as they might wish for it, they
and we knew that we couldn't prevent
them from experiencing any more bul-
lying. We don't believe it's possible to
stop bullying; itwill always be there. At
the same time, we believe it is necessary
for schools to provide a mechanism to
deal with bullying when it surfaces and
to provide consistent follow through, to
support all children--the victims, the
bullies and the silent majority.

We tried to share our belief with the
students that all that happens in life is
a learning opportunity, and that they
can learn from the good and the bad.
We wanted them to have life skills
about conflict., power, choices and self-
esteem that would travel with them
when they left Meadowlane.

We promised to help anyone who
approached us. We educated them
about bullying, and their choices, and
encouraged them to include others in
problem-solving. Research shows that
kids who have been victimized will fall
into that pattern repeatedly unless they
are giyen some specific supports to
help them act differently. As far as we
know, no situation that we dealt with
got worse. So even though that is often
one of the victims' fears, that's not what
happened when we had the ability to
intervene effectively.

We knew we had made significant
progress when people began to com-
plain less about behaviour and more
about curriculum and academics.
"Hey!" we said, "Listen to ourselves.
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